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XBOX ONE with deep dive on the new KINECT

Abstract: In this presentation Dr. Spillinger will discuss some of the newest features of the XBOX ONE and the new KINECT for XBOX ONE to Microsoft will launch next November.

Dr. Ilan Spillinger, Corporate Vice President for Silicon Architecture and Verification, is responsible for leading the Xbox Silicon team. As a member of the Xbox Hardware Leadership team within the Interactive Entertainment Business, Ilan leads Microsoft's future architecture of devices and sensors. He joined Microsoft in 2008 to lead console development for Microsoft's Hardware team which quickly grew to include the sensor architecture with the development of Kinect. Ilan has been instrumental in launching multiple Xbox generations, and developing the NUI technology in Kinect. Spillinger holds a D.Sc. and M.Sc. in electrical engineering from the Technion Israel Institute of Technology in Haifa, Israel.
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